SOONER OR LATER, ALL SUCCESSFUL ORCHID GROWERS WILL BE FACED WITH THE TASK OF DIVIDING A THRIVING PLANT THAT, FOR VARIOUS REASONS, CANNOT BE MOVED TO A LARGER CONTAINER. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS DISCUSSION, WE ARE TALKING ABOUT DIVIDING ORCHIDS WITH SYMPODIAL GROWTH HABIT, SUCH AS CATTLEYAS, DENDROBIUMS AND OTHERS THAT PRODUCE NEW GROWTHS OR LEADS ALONG A RHIZOME OR CREEPING STEM. EVEN SO, ORCHIDS WITH MONOPODIAL GROWTH HABIT (SUCH AS VANDA OR ANGRAECUM) SOMETIMES BRANCH BETWEEN THE LEAVES AND FORM GROWTHS THAT CAN BE CUT WITH A STERILIZED TOOL FROM THE MOTHER PLANT, WHICH IS A RATHER DIFFERENT SITUATION.

TACKLING THE JOB OF DIVIDING A LARGE MATURE ORCHID PLANT CAN BE DAINING, AND MOST OF US POSTPONE THESE BIG JOBS AS LONG AS POSSIBLE, EVEN THOUGH WE WOULD NOT HESITATE TO REPOT A SMALLER PLANT EVERY YEAR. THE BEST ADVICE IS TO FIND AN AMPLE WORKSPACE, ASSEMBLE A FEW BASIC TOOLS, HAVE SOME CLEAN POTS AND FRESH GROWING MEDIUM AT HAND, AND DIVE INTO THE CHORE.

TO BEGIN EXTRACTING THE PLANT FROM ITS POT OR CONTAINER IS USUALLY THE MOST DIFFICULT PART. ORCHID ROOTS OFTEN CLING TENACIOUSLY. WATERING DOWN OR SOAKING THE ROOT MASS MAY HELP YOU TO FREE THE PLANT, BUT SOMETIMES YOUR ONLY OPTION IS TO DESTROY THE CONTAINER TO ACCOMPLISH THE TASK. SLATS IN A WOOD BASKET CAN BE PRIED APART, WHILE A CLAY POT CAN BE ROLLED INSIDE SEVERAL SHEETS OF NEWSPAPER, WHICH ARE THEN TAPED BEFORE HITTING THE PAPER BUNDLE WITH A HAMMER. ONCE THE PAPER AND TAPE ARE REMOVED WITH CARE, THE PIECES OF THE POT CAN BE PULLED AWAY.

NEXT, REMOVE ALL OF THE OLD GROWING MEDIUM FROM THE ROOT MASS. WHILE THIS CAN BE TIME CONSUMING, A THOROUGH JOB MAKES SUBSEQUENT TASKS EASIER. AS WITH ROUTINE REPOTTING, A BUCKET OF WATER CAN HELP YOU LOOSEN VIGOROUS ROOTS FROM THE MEDIUM. A FRIEND OF MINE ADVOCATES EMPLOYING A GARDEN HOSE WITH A GOOD SPRAY NOZZLE FOR THIS TASK. SHE NOTES THAT IT HELPS CLEAN AWAY SCALE AND OTHER INSECT PESTS TOO. MY PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCE OF KEEPING PRIMARILY AN INDOOR COLLECTION HAS NOT ALLOWED ME TO TRY THIS TECHNIQUE, BUT IT SOUNDS QUICK AND EASY.

AFTER THE ROOT MASS IS CLEAN, IT IS FINE TO CUT AWAY LONG, DANGLENG ROOTS, AS THEY ARE NOT LIKELY TO SURVIVE AND REBRANCH, AND THEY TEND TO GET IN THE WAY AS YOU DIVIDE AND REPOT THE DIVISIONS ANYWAY. ALSO, CUT OFF ANY DEAD ROOTS (WHICH ARE USUALLY DRY OR DARK-COLORED AND NO LONGER FIRM WHEN PINCHED BETWEEN THE THUMB AND FOREFINGER) AND LEAFLESS PSEUDOBULBS THAT ARE NO LONGER GREEN. THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO PEEL AWAY THE PAPERY SHEATHS THAT COVER MAY TYPES OF ORCHID PSEUDOBULBS, TOO.

BREAKING IT APART NOW IT IS TIME TO EXAMINE THE PLANT CAREFULLY AND DETERMINE HOW IT SHOULD BE TAKEN APART. WHILE EACH COMPLETE PSEUDOBULB HAS THE POTENTIAL TO PRODUCE NEW LEADS AND ROOTS, IT WILL TAKE SEVERAL YEARS FOR A PLANT FROM SUCH A SMALL DIVISION TO GROW TO FLOWERING SIZE. IT USUALLY REQUIRES A STRONG NEW GROWTH WITH THE SUPPORT OF SEVERAL MATURE GROWTHS BEHIND IT FOR AN ORCHID PLANT TO FLOWER, SO EACH FLOWERING-SIZE DIVISION MUST CONTAIN A MINIMUM OF THREE, OR PREFERABLY FOUR, PSEUDOBULBS WITH HEALTHY FOLIAGE. THE
choice of whether to create several large divisions or a number of smaller ones is up to you. Be sure to label each division with the name of the plant and the repotting date.

You will find that some orchids are vigorous growers that frequently produce two leads. Such plants can require frequent dividing. You will have others that seldom produce more than one lead annually, and you may wonder how you will ever be able to have a division of such a plant.

If the plant has seven, eight or more healthy pseudobulbs (with or without leaves) you can easily divide it into at least two healthy parts. First, cut and repot the three- or four-pseudobulb section behind the youngest lead. Then do the same with the other half. If the back division lacks living roots, it is often advisable to cut off all the youngest leaf to avoid desiccation. A dormant bud from the front pseudobulb of the older division will likely grow and form a new lead for that part of the plant. You can often encourage these dormant buds to sprout by partially cutting through the plant’s rhizome between pseudobulbs; you can do this months before you plan to divide the plant.

When repotting the divisions, choose a container large enough to accommodate the remaining healthy root mass of each division. Orchids grow better when their roots are rather crowded. Backbulb divisions may not have much of a root system, so pot clips or staking may be necessary to hold the plant in place until new roots develop.

As with routine repotting, the best time to divide a large orchid plant is when you notice that its root system is beginning active growth. This is true even if the plant is in bud or flower. Dividing and repotting during the period of time when roots are active ensures that each division will reestablish itself quickly.

STERILE TOOLS Sanitation is extremely important when cutting orchid plants and roots. Virus and disease are easily spread if cutting tools are not sterilized between uses. Some growers dip their knives and pruning shears in sterilizing liquids between cuts, while others sear the cutting surfaces over open flames. I have tried both and have come to find either option inconvenient at best. There are also debates about the temperature required or length or treatment necessary, whether by heat or chemical, to satisfactorily cleanse cutting blades.

For those reasons, I now use single-edge razor blades for all orchid pruning. Every blade is used on just one plant and then thrown away. They are quite inexpensive when purchased in boxes of 100 or more at hardware, paint or home-improvement stores. The blades deliver predictably sharp, clean cuts. The handling and disposal of these blades must be done with extreme caution. Donning leather gloves would provide a margin of safety in handling them. Single-edge razor blades have provided a good solution for a rather small collection such as mine, and my concerns about pruning tools spreading disease problems through my orchid plants have vanished.

Division is, of course, an example of vegetative propagation, so each plant produced by this method will be identical to the one from which it was taken.

KEIKIS In addition, some orchids produce offsets or plantlets from their canes or flower stems that can also be divided from their parent plant to grow into an identical plant. The genera Phalaenopsis and Dendrobium immediately come to mind. Such a plantlet is often called a keiki, which is the Hawaiian word for baby. Depending on the stature of the parent plant, the plantlet should have several strong roots of at least two or three inches in length before it is cut from the parent plant and put into a small pot of its own.

Tackling the division of a large orchid plant is often a bittersweet task, perhaps because of the many years it can take to grow an orchid to specimen size, and the bit of sadness that comes with cutting it apart to begin the process anew. On the positive side, you will likely have more space in your collection for other orchid plants, providing you share the divisions you produce with your orchid-loving friends.

Ken Slump is an AOS accredited judge and frequent contributor to Orchids, who divides his time between Florida and Colorado. 2000 East 12th Avenue, #4, Denver, Colorado 80206 (e-mail KenSlump@aol.com).
OPPOSITE  *Dendrobium* Spring Dream

‘Apollon’ (Constance Wrigley × Thwaitesiae) is a compact, fragrant-flowered *Den. nobile*-type hybrid with a sympodial growth habit.

ABOVE  Clay pots are among the many options to consider when repotting orchids. The orchid pots shown here have slits in their sides to help facilitate drainage as well as promote air circulation around the roots.